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and chemical properties of the water are described, and it
physiological action is lightly touched upon. The thera

peutical uses are next enumerated, but they seem, a:

here detailed, not to differ largely from those of other weal
alkaline waters. In a contribution to " Medical Hydro
logy " it is surely unnecessary to print a table showing
the enormous increase of the sale of the water during tlH
last ten years.

Queen Anne’s Hospital, its Senators and Sufferers. B3
A. T. SCHOFIELD, M.D. London : Swan Sonnenschein anc
Co.-The chief object of this book is to show that, whilsl
brewers and distillers are large and munificent supporter
of hospitals, the public-houses and gin palaces, which they
to a large extent own, and the multiplication of which it is
to their direct pecuniary interest to encourage, are thE
source of some nine-tenths of the casualties and sickness
which it is the function of hospitals to receive and to treat.
This grave indictment is illustrated and enforced by the
narration of graphic and pathetic incidents. Though some
of these are perhaps a little overdrawn, it would be difficult
to gainsay the essential justice of the charge, which, indeed,
common observation would, we think, go far to confirm.
The argument runs, in effect, as follows: Lessen the

temptations to, and the facilities for, intemperance offered
by the inordinate number of existing public-houses, and
the money now raised for the maintenance of hospitals, now
languishing for want of funds, would be amply sufficient
to meet the wants of those charities by reason of the decrease
in the demands which would then be made upon them by
sickness and accidents.

Blackie’s Modern Cyclop&oelig;dia.&mdash;We have received from
Messrs. Blackie and Son the first volume of their Modern

Cyclop&oelig;dia, consisting of 512 pages, to be completed
in eight quarterly compact volumes. This presentable
work, which is edited by Charles Annandale, M.A.,
LL.D., is designed as a handy book of reference for all
readers, presenting its information in concise and tersely
written articles, accompanied by numerous instructive and
well-executed pictorial illustrations. It promises to furnish
a complete library in itself, giving information brought
down to the latest dates on all classes of subjects-literary,
historical, biographical, mercantile, political, geographical,
technical, and scientific. If, as will doubtless be the case,
the succeeding volumes bear out the promise of the one
before us, we can recommend it to those wishing to form a
self-contained and inexpensive library.
Orient Line Guide. Chapters for Travellers by Sea and

by Land. Illustrated. Third Edition, Rewritten, with
Maps and Plans. Edited by W. J. LOFTIE, B.A. Pp. 360.
London: Sampson Low and Co. 1888.-Since the second
edition of the " Guide" was published in 1885, the Cape route
has been given up by the company. This has rendered neces-
sary considerable alterations in the book, and has enabled
the editor to expand the descriptions of places within easy
reach of the various ports visited by the steamers which
are considered deserving of a visit. In addition to much

interesting and carefully compiled information of this

nature, a chapter on "Health at Sea" has been prepared
by Mr. Struthers, one of the medical officers of the Orient
Line, under the title of "Medical Aspects of the Voyage.’’
He gives some sensible advice on food and clothing and on
the ailments specially influenced by the voyage. He has
no faith in the numerous nostrums that have been recom-
mended for sea-sickness. The book contains a great amount
of information respecting the countries comprehended
within the circuit of the Orient steamers, and cannot fail
to be useful to persons desirous of making a voyage either
for health or pleasure. It has a copious index, and numerous
maps, charts, and illustrations.

New Inventions.
HAYWARD’S SPIRAL ELASTIC APPLIANCES.
THESE appliances - stockings,

 socks, leggings, &c. --are made by
patent machinery, and vary in

several ways from those commonly
-1 in use. The indiarubber thread is
run into the fabric in one continuous
 piece; no binding is used. There
are no seams to irritate the skin in

8 any part, the thread being embedded
’ in the fabric, and the surface per-
’ fectly smooth on both sides. The

stockings are made in the usual

sizes, are porous, and have heels
3 and toes, so that the appliance is

kept in position, and can be worn
, instead of the ordinary stocking.
They can be washed, if the water

be not too hot; and the material
used is thread, cashmere wool, and
silk. They will be found very com-

fortable.

HAYWARD’S PATENT PILE SURGICAL
STOCKINGS.

THIS invention consists in raising a pile or fleece of
a velvety character upon the inside of surgical appliances,
such as stockings, knee-caps, belts, elbow and shoulder

pieces, &c., which, lying over the
cords of indiarubber, effectually
prevents them indenting the limb,
and produces an equable and com-
fortable pressure upon the swollen

veins, without affecting the elas-

ticity of the appliance. In knee-

caps and other appliances, such as
belts, warmth as well as support is
afforded, and the soft surface clings
to the harder, and does not become

rucked up and out of place. It is said to do away with
the necessity for under-straps in the case of abdominal
belts. 

___

HAYWARD’S VENTILATING UNDER-CLOTHING.

THE same firm makes a new material for winter wear,
which is called ventilating under-clothing. This consists of
natural wools and pine wool, not woven, but enclosed in a
reticulated covering or bag. With this material are made

vests, bodices, chest protectors, knee-caps, sleeping socks,
blankets, respirators, &c., which certainly present many
important claims to consideration, being warm, light, clean,
and porous.


